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Investigating the Influence of Spatial Constraints on
Ultimate Receive Coil Performance for Monkey Brain
MRI at 7T
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Abstract—The RF receive coil array has become increasingly
vital in current MR imaging practice due to its extended spatial
coverage, maintained high SNR, and improved capability of
accelerating data acquisition. The performance of a coil array is
intrinsically determined by the current patterns generated in coil
elements as well as by the induced electromagnetic fields inside the
object. Investigations of the ultimate performance constrained by
a specific coil space, which defines all possible current patterns
flowing within, offers the opportunity to evaluate coil-space
parameters (i.e., coverage, coil-to-object distance, layer thickness,
and coil element type) without the necessity of considering the
realistic coil element geometry, coil elements layout, and number
of receive channels in modeling. In this study, to mimic 7T monkey
RF head coil design, seven hypothetical ultimate coil arrays with
different coil-space configurations were mounted over a numerical
macaque head model; by using Huygens’s surface approximation
method, the influences of coil-space design parameters were
systematically investigated through evaluating the spatial
constrained ultimate intrinsic SNR (UISNR) and ultimate g-factor
(uGF). Moreover, simulations were also conducted by using four
coil arrays with limited number of loop-only elements, in order to
explore to what extent, the ultimate coil performance can be
achieved by using practical coil designs, and hence several
guidelines in RF coil design for monkey brain imaging at 7T have
been tentatively concluded. It is believed that the present analysis
will offer important implications in novel receive array design for
monkey brain MR imaging at UHF.
Index Terms—MRI, RF receive coil, ultimate Intrinsic SNR
(UISNR), ultimate G-factor (uGF), coil space, spatial constraints,
electromagnetic simulation, monkey brain imaging, ultra-high
field (UHF)

I. INTRODUCTION

M

R brain imaging is a non-invasive and important means
for the investigation of tissue anatomy and neuronal
activities [1-5]. For the purposes of studying column-like
functional structures [6-10], discriminating layer-specific
BOLD responses [11-13], and exploring neurovascular
coupling [14-16], submillimeter-resolution functional imaging
and anatomical references are required. While single-channel
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and small-diameter loop coil has been playing an important role
in initial efforts to pursue submillimeter neuroimaging [17-19],
parallel imaging with receive coil array has become more
popular in current imaging practice due to its extended spatial
coverage, maintained high SNR, and improved capability of
accelerating data acquisition which plays a key role in high
spatial- and temporal-resolution acquisition [20-24]. Up to now,
the main efforts to improve receive sensitivity has been
dedicated to shortening coil-to-object distance as well as to
increasing the number of receive channels. For example, closefitted human head coil with massive parallel receive channels
and whole-head coverage has demonstrated its high SNR and
improved acceleration performance with increased channels
[20,22]. However, in monkey brain imaging, thick temporal
muscles and various demands such as head fixation, surgery,
compatibility with other imaging modality limit the minimum
distance between coil and monkey brain; besides, for such
practical issues, coil design with massive receive array is
usually difficult to achieve a whole-head coverage and thus
affects the overall performance [25]. There have been a number
of studies trying to resolve above challenges. Considering the
fact that different monkey head sizes may inevitably lead to
SNR drop because of sub-optimized distance between coil and
head, a variety of specialized close-fitted designs have been
proposed [26-29] to fit to individual monkeys, and novel
flexible coil has been designed to fit to monkeys with different
head sizes [30]. Besides, to further shorten the distance between
the coil and the region of interest, invasive implanted coil arrays
have demonstrated their superior performances as compared
with non-invasive head coil arrays [31-33]. Moreover, novel
designs based on complex combination of coil array parameters
(i.e., coil-space coverage, coil-to-object distance, coil element
type, etc.) have been utilized; for example, multiple receive
arrays with different coil-space coverages and coil-to-object
distances (multiple layers) have been proposed to achieve
locally high SNR and a whole-head coverage [26,29]. Recently,
both numerical simulation studies and experimental results
suggested that using loop coil element alone only achieves suboptimal SNR as compared with what the ultra-high field (UHF)
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can inherently reach [34-39].
In order to achieve higher SNR and better inverse g-factor –
the latter as the measure of the acceleration performance in MRI
data acquisition – previous endeavor in finding the optimal
receive array design focused on parameters such as the number
of channels, overlap between elements, and elements
arrangement within the coil space [40-43], but parameters of,
i.e., coil-to-object distance, coil-space coverage, coil element
type, and coil-space thickness have been rarely studied in a
systematical way, whereas these parameters may play a more
determinant role in monkey head receive array design as
compared with the human head coil design.
To evaluate the role of aforementioned design parameters,
traditional simulation methods on receive coil array using
realistic coil elements are not optimal due to their difficulties in
eliminating the influence of coil elements arrangement as well
as the receive channel numbers on the coil performance. In
contrast, the simulation of the ultimate performances (i.e.,
ultimate intrinsic SNR – UISNR, and ultimate intrinsic g-factor
– uGF) of the coil array under the constraint of electrodynamics
[44,45] appears to be more feasible in investigating the
influence of coil-space coverage, coil-object distance, coilelement type, and coil-space thickness, because it covers the
optimized coil elements arrangement and deals with infinite
large number of receive channel numbers. Recently, Dyadic
Green Function (DGF) based analytical ultimate intrinsic SNR
calculation method has been proposed, providing a
mathematical and time-efficient link between electric current
patterns and electromagnetic (EM) fields [46,47], and thus it
becomes feasible to explore the influence of coil-element type
(electric current type) on uniform spheres and cylinders. But
closed spherical or cylindrical surfaces are usually required in
simulating the ultimate coil performance in DGF method.
According to the Huygens’s equivalent principle, the ultimate
performance is independent of the geometry of closed
Huygens’s equivalent electric current surface and its distance
from the object [48]; however, for realistic coil arrays, it is not
practical to make the coil geometry closed and a conformal
surface is usually adopted to shorten the coil-to-object distance
for head imaging, so the DGF-based approach may not be
suitable to connect the ultimate performance with practical coil
design. Most recently, a promising numerical simulation
method for the ultimate performance with novel electric current
basis set has been proposed to apply to realistic-geometry
models and be capable of forming opened equivalent electric
current surfaces over conformal surfaces, which is equivalent to
putting spatial constraints on the canonical Huygens’s
equivalent surface [49,50], and similar UISNR profiles and
conclusions are drawn using these two methods. The necessity
of using opened conformal surface to investigate ultimate coil
performance still requires further validation. In addition, the
influence of coil-space coverage and coil-to-object distance on
ultimate coil performance has yet been compared.
In the present study, over a numerical macaque head model,
seven coil arrays with different coil-space configurations were
constructed to mimic monkey head MRI at 7T, and by using
Huygens’s surface approximation method, the influences of
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coil-space design parameters, i.e., the coil-space coverage, coilto-object distance, coil-element type, as well as the coil-space
thickness, have been systematically investigated through
evaluating the corresponding UISNR and uGF. Additional
simulations were also conducted by using four coil arrays with
limited number of loop-only elements, in order to explore to
what extent, the ultimate coil performance can be achieved by
using practical coil designs. It is believed that the present
analysis will offer important implications in novel receive array
design for monkey brain MR imaging at UHF.
II. THEORY AND METHOD
A. Spatial Constrained UISNR and uGF
The solution to Maxwell equations on a linear object forms a
linear space. Therefore, the electrodynamic constraints on
intrinsic SNR can be translated directly to the hypothetical net
coil (a concept in SENSE reconstruction method [51]), which
is a linear combination of actual coils [45]. Under the ultimate
case, all possible EM fields generated by the hypothetical
ultimate net coil with acceleration rate N at each voxel 𝒓𝒓𝜌𝜌
(ρ=0,…N, and ρ > 0 represents aliasing voxel position under
SENSE acceleration) can be linearly combined with complete
basis of EM basis:
𝑬𝑬𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛,𝜌𝜌 (𝒓𝒓) = ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝜌𝜌,𝑚𝑚 𝜶𝜶𝑚𝑚 (𝒓𝒓)
(1)
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛,𝜌𝜌 (𝐫𝐫)
𝑯𝑯
= ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝜌𝜌,𝑚𝑚 𝜷𝜷𝑚𝑚 (𝒓𝒓)
(2)
where 𝜶𝜶𝑚𝑚 (𝒓𝒓), 𝜷𝜷𝑚𝑚 (𝒓𝒓) are electric and magnetic vector basis
functions with index m, respectively, and 𝑤𝑤𝜌𝜌,𝑚𝑚 is complex
expansion weighting coefficient.
The intrinsic SNR is inherently determined by the EM fields
inside the object. Sample noise is the only type of noise
contribution to the intrinsic SNR. The intrinsic SNR per unit of
square root receiver bandwidth and unit sample volume is:
𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝒊𝒊𝒄𝒄 𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺(𝒓𝒓) =

𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀0 𝑩𝑩−
𝟏𝟏 (𝒓𝒓)

�4𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇 ∫ 𝜎𝜎(𝒓𝒓)|𝑬𝑬(𝒓𝒓)|𝟐𝟐 d𝒓𝒓

(3)

where 𝑀𝑀0 is the equilibrium magnetization, 𝜔𝜔 the Larmor
frequency, 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 the Boltzmann’s constant, and Ts the absolute
temperature of the object. 𝑩𝑩−
𝟏𝟏 is the RF-coil-induced antirotating component of transverse magnetic field, which is the
source of signal:
𝑩𝑩−
𝟏𝟏 = 𝜇𝜇0

(𝐻𝐻𝑥𝑥 −𝑖𝑖𝐻𝐻𝑦𝑦)∗
2

(4)

in which 𝐻𝐻𝑥𝑥 and 𝐻𝐻𝑦𝑦 are the magnetic field strength vector
components in the Cartesian coordinate, and μ0 is the free space
permeability (assumed in all aqueous tissues). The net signal
sensitivity, which is combined with signals from all EM field
basis vectors, in weak SENSE reconstruction (parallel imaging
reconstruction method) is set to one at the reconstructed
position 𝒓𝒓𝜌𝜌 (when 𝜌𝜌 = 𝜌𝜌′ ) and equal to zero at the aliasing
positions (when 𝜌𝜌 ≠ 𝜌𝜌′ ) [45]:
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛,𝜌𝜌

𝐻𝐻𝑥𝑥

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛,𝜌𝜌

�𝒓𝒓𝜌𝜌′ � − 𝑖𝑖𝐻𝐻𝑦𝑦

�𝒓𝒓𝜌𝜌′ � = 𝛿𝛿𝜌𝜌,𝜌𝜌′ 𝜌𝜌, 𝜌𝜌′ = 0, … , 𝑁𝑁 (5)

Defining the signal sensitivity matrix 𝑺𝑺 of coil 𝑚𝑚 at pixel
position 𝒓𝒓𝜌𝜌 and noise co-variance matrix 𝜳𝜳 of coil 𝑚𝑚 and 𝑚𝑚′ :
𝑺𝑺𝑚𝑚,𝜌𝜌 = 𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚,𝑥𝑥 (𝒓𝒓𝑝𝑝 ) − i𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚,𝑦𝑦 (𝒓𝒓𝑝𝑝 )
(6)
∗
3
(7)
𝜳𝜳𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚′ = 𝜎𝜎 ∫ 𝜶𝜶𝑚𝑚 (𝒓𝒓)𝜶𝜶𝑚𝑚′ (𝒓𝒓) d 𝒓𝒓
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By substituting (6), (7) with (1) (2) (4) and (5), the signal
component and noise component in SNR equation (3) can be
written in the linear form (8) and (9):
𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑾 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼,
(8)
(9)
∫ 𝜎𝜎 |𝑬𝑬𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛,𝜌𝜌 (𝒓𝒓)|𝟐𝟐 d3 𝑟𝑟 = (𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑾𝐇𝐇 )𝜌𝜌,𝜌𝜌′
where 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 denotes the (N+1)×(N+1) identity matrix.
By substituting (3) with (8) and (9) and omit the constant, the
intrinsic SNR can be written as the function of expansion
weighting coefficient 𝑾𝑾 and noise-covariance matrix 𝜳𝜳:
1
𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰 𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺 =
(10)
𝐻𝐻
�𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑾

It is noteworthy that all SNR calculated in this study is
intrinsic SNR, which is independent of the imaging parameters
and signal processing system.
Under the constraint of weak SENSE reconstruction, the
optimal weighting coefficient 𝑾𝑾𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨 can be derived through
solving constrained linear optimization problem [45].
𝑾𝑾𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐 = (𝑺𝑺𝑯𝑯 𝜳𝜳−𝟏𝟏 𝑺𝑺)−𝟏𝟏 𝑺𝑺𝑯𝑯 𝜳𝜳−𝟏𝟏
(11)
The optimized intrinsic SNR with specific EM field basis set
can be derived with optimal weighting coefficient 𝑾𝑾𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨 .
Combining (10) and (11), optimal intrinsic SNR can be written
as the function of 𝑺𝑺 and 𝜳𝜳 :
𝟏𝟏
𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐 =
(12)
�(𝑺𝑺𝑯𝑯 𝜳𝜳−𝟏𝟏 𝑺𝑺)−𝟏𝟏

The ultimate intrinsic SNR is approached and calculated with a
large number of complete EM basis fields.
The analytical expression of the ultimate g-factor can also be
derived based on SENSE parallel imaging reconstruction
method [51], thus is not described here. The noise co-variance
matrix was excluded from g-factor calculation in this study to
mimic the effect of ideal decoupling. In addition, “worst case
g-factor” was ensured and compared through cropping the
image field of view (FOV) to fit the nonzero head voxels. A
large number of complete EM basis fields are required to
approach ultimate intrinsic g-factor.
According to the Huygens’s equivalence principle, any EM
field distributions inside a closed volume devoid of sources can
be generated by a current distribution flowing on the surface
defining that volume [48]. The electric current flowing on the
outer surface (coil space) and the resultant EM fields inside a
closed volume (object space) are constrained by
electrodynamics. Therefore, UISNR can be derived from both
complete electric current basis set (12) and complete EM field
basis set (17).
For closed spherical equivalent electric current surfaces,
sensitivity matrix 𝑿𝑿 and noise covariance matrix 𝑷𝑷 derived
from complete EM field basis set can be translated into
sensitivity matrix S and noise covariance matrix 𝜳𝜳 derived
from the complete electric current basis set by using
transformation matrix T [46], which stands for boundary
conditions over the spherical Huygens’s surface:
𝑺𝑺 = 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻
(13)
(14)
𝜳𝜳 = 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑯𝑯
The transformation matrix T in DGF-based method [46] using
spherical Huygens’s surface is written in the following form:

𝑻𝑻 = �

(1)

−𝑖𝑖�𝑙𝑙(𝑙𝑙 + 1)ℎ𝑙𝑙 (𝑘𝑘0 𝑏𝑏)𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙
0

0

(1)
−𝑖𝑖�𝑙𝑙(𝑙𝑙+1) 𝜕𝜕�𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑙𝑙 (𝑘𝑘0 𝑟𝑟)�

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝑘𝑘0 𝑏𝑏

�

𝑟𝑟=𝑏𝑏

𝐷𝐷𝑙𝑙

�

(15)
(1)
ℎ𝑙𝑙 is the spherical Hankel function of the first kind of order l
and the complete wave number outside the sphere is calculated
as 𝑘𝑘02 = 𝜔𝜔2 𝜇𝜇0 𝜇𝜇0𝜀𝜀0. The coefficients 𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 and 𝐷𝐷𝑙𝑙 in the matrix T
are determined by applying Dirichlet boundary conditions at the
surface of the sphere with radius b.
Then, UISNR derived from the complete electric current
basis set (12) can be transformed to UISNR derived from
complete EM field basis set (17) through equation (16) [37]:
𝑺𝑺𝑯𝑯 𝜳𝜳−𝟏𝟏 𝑺𝑺 = (𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻)𝑯𝑯 (𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑯𝑯 )−𝟏𝟏 (𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻)
= 𝑿𝑿𝑯𝑯 𝑻𝑻𝑯𝑯 (𝑻𝑻𝑯𝑯 )−𝟏𝟏 𝑷𝑷−𝟏𝟏 𝑻𝑻−𝟏𝟏 𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻
(16)
= 𝑿𝑿𝑯𝑯 𝑷𝑷−𝟏𝟏 𝑿𝑿
𝟏𝟏
𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐 =
(17)
�(𝑿𝑿𝑯𝑯 𝑷𝑷−𝟏𝟏 𝑿𝑿)−𝟏𝟏

Because UISNR constrained by object space (17) is
independent of the boundary condition of coil space, UISNR
constrained by closed coil space (i.e. canonical Huygens’s
surface) is also independent of coil-to-object distance, which is
one boundary condition of coil space and defined in
transformation matrix T.
Now we explore whether UISNR is dependent of coil-toobject distance when spatial constraints are imposed on
Huygens’s equivalent surface. Ideal circular surface loop coil
constructed through spatial constraint of current basis set was
described in [46], in which the surface current distribution was
defined for a loop coil of radius R positioned outside the
dielectric sphere, with its axis along the z-direction and a
distance d from the center of the sphere:
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑑𝑑
𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
𝑲𝑲𝑧𝑧 (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) = 𝑰𝑰 2 2 𝛿𝛿(𝑟𝑟 − √𝑑𝑑 2 + 𝑅𝑅2 )𝛿𝛿(cos 𝜃𝜃 − 2 2)
�𝑑𝑑 +𝑅𝑅

�𝑑𝑑 +𝑅𝑅

(18)
where I is the current flowing in the coil. The radius b of the
boundary of the current flowing surface equals to √𝑑𝑑2 + 𝑅𝑅2 .
Both spatial constraint 𝛿𝛿(𝑟𝑟 − √𝑑𝑑 2 + 𝑅𝑅2 ) and 𝛿𝛿(cos 𝜃𝜃 −
𝑑𝑑
) define the geometry and spatial location of the circular
2
2
�𝑑𝑑 +𝑅𝑅

loop coil.
The current distribution of the loop coil can also be expressed
as a weighted combination of the magnetic current basis
functions:
𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
∞ +𝑙𝑙
𝑀𝑀
𝑲𝑲𝑧𝑧 (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) = ∑+
𝑙𝑙=0 ∑𝑚𝑚=−𝑙𝑙 𝑊𝑊𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑚 �−𝑖𝑖�𝑙𝑙(𝑙𝑙 + 1)𝑿𝑿𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑚 (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)� (19)
Because equation (18) and (19) are the same, the weighting
𝑀𝑀
can be derived as:
coefficient 𝑊𝑊𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑚
𝑀𝑀
𝑊𝑊𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑚
=

−2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋
(𝑙𝑙+1)

2𝑙𝑙+1

�cot 𝜃𝜃 𝑌𝑌𝑙𝑙0 (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) −

𝑌𝑌 0 (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)�
2𝑙𝑙−1 𝑙𝑙−1

csc 𝜃𝜃 �

𝜃𝜃=cos−1

𝑑𝑑
𝑏𝑏

(20)

Combing equation (10) and (14), intrinsic SNR of a circular
loop can be written as:
1
𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰 𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺 =
(21)
𝐻𝐻
�𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑾(𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑾)
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𝑖𝑖2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋√𝑙𝑙

csc 𝜃𝜃 �

𝑀𝑀 𝑀𝑀
𝑊𝑊𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑚
𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑚 =

√𝑙𝑙+1

2𝑙𝑙+1 0
𝑌𝑌 (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙)�
2𝑙𝑙−1 𝑙𝑙−1

(1)
ℎ𝑙𝑙 (𝑘𝑘0 𝑏𝑏)𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 �cot 𝜃𝜃 𝑌𝑌𝑙𝑙0 (𝜃𝜃, 𝜙𝜙) −

𝜃𝜃=cos−1

Noise covariance matrix P
derived from complete EM
field basis set is independent
of the coil-space constraint,
while WT is determined by
the coil-to-object distance d
and the coverage of the coil
space. Therefore, spatial
constrained
UISNR
is
dependent of the coil-space
coverage and coil-to-object
distance. Considering the
coil space is opened in
practical coil design, to
investigate how such spatial
constraints may affect the
ultimate coil performance is
important and will certainly
provide helpful insights and
guidance for practical coil
array design.

𝑑𝑑
𝑏𝑏

(22)

b2) Computation of total fields
The ultrafast volume integral equation solver – Magnetic
Resonance Integral Equation (MARIE) [53] – was used to
compute the scattered fields given in the incident fields. Total
fields of current basis set (both electric and magnetic currents)

Fig.1. The conductivity (a) and relative permittivity (b) distributions of the realistic macaque head model. The monkey
head is enclosed by discretized current distributions on the Huygens’ surface using electric and magnetic dipoles (dipole
clouds) as shown in (c), and seven coil-space configurations are shown in (d) with their 3D and sagittal views, respectively.

B. EM Field Basis Set
The numerical method for calculating EM field basis set
constrained by opened realistic coil-space geometry was firstly
devised by Bastien and et. al. [49,50], and is utilized in this
study to calculate the EM field basis set over a monkey head
model with different coil-space geometries and coil-to-object
distances. The numerical approach of calculating the EM field
basis set is summarized below:
b1) Computation of incident field basis set using free-space
DGFs
The coil space and the monkey head model were discretized
and shared the same 2mm isotropic voxel size. Three electric
dipoles and three magnetic dipoles (all oriented along x-, y-,
and z-axis, respectively) were placed at each discretized
location, as depicted in Fig.1(c). The discretized dipole cloud
was used to mimic all possible electric current distribution in
each specific coil space. The dipole cloud was energized with
random magnitudes and phases for multiple excitations. Each
electric current basis vector was made up of all dipoles in the
dipole cloud, and each dipole was assigned with a random
magnitude and phase for each specific excitation. The resultant
incident field basis vector of corresponding current basis vector
was calculated by using free-space DGFs [52]. 4,000 incident
EM fields of magnetic current basis set and 4,000 incident EM
fields of electric current basis set were generated through 4,000
random excitations within the dipole cloud.

were calculated through the combination of incident fields and
scattered fields. All simulations were performed on a Windows
server with 368 GB of RAM, Intel Xeon CPU E5-2640 v3
2.6GHz and a Tesla K80 GPU. 4,000 random excitations were
utilized (same with [1]) which yielded a computation time (with
GPU acceleration) of ~2.5 days per coil-space configuration.
C. Realistic-Geometry Macaque Head Model
MPRAGE T1-weighted MR head images (128×112×96,
1mm isotropic) of an anesthetized macaque were acquired on a
7T research scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany).
The head images were then segmented into five tissues: scalp,
skull, grey matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
[54]. The dielectric properties of each tissue were assigned with
values of the corresponding human head tissues at 300MHz
[55,56], and the distributions of conductivity and relative
permittivity are shown in Fig.1(a) and (b), respectively. To
reduce the computation load, we sub-sampled the model to
2mm isotropic spatial resolution, resulting in 72,964 tissue
voxels. The monkey was assumed to be placed in the prone
position inside a horizontal MRI bore, and the direction of main
magnetic field is indicated in Fig.1.
D. Coil-space Configuration
Seven coil-space configurations were constructed as shown
in Fig.1(d):
A) whole-head coverage but with no dipoles behind the neck,
3mm thickness, and 1cm coil-to-object distance;
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B) whole-head coverage (same with A), 3mm thickness, 2cm
coil-to-object distance;
C) whole-head coverage (same with A), 13mm thickness,
1cm coil-to-object distance;
D) helmet-like coverage covering only the top head (leaving
space for ear-bar and visual stimulus), 3mm thickness, 1cm
coil-to-object distance;
E) helmet-like coverage (same with D) but with a 28 mm ×
28 mm rectangular coil opening for headpost installation, 3mm
thickness, 1cm coil-to-object distance;
F) helmet-like coverage (same with D), 3mm thickness, 2cm
coil-to-object distance;
G) helmet-like coverage (same with D), 13mm thickness,
1cm coil-to-object distance.
Configurations A-C were to represent the optimal coil-space
coverage and geometry for anesthetized monkey brain imaging,
despite the challenges in reproducing the conformal surfaces in
reality. The helmet-like configurations D-G were to
deliberately mimic the specialized design for anesthetized
monkey experiment with ear-bar and bite-bar [25,27], as well
as for awake monkey experiment with head-post for head
fixation [28,32], respectively; in addition, the coil space with
further distance from head was to simulate the condition when
the space for coil elements is limited by head-constraint or
multi-modal imaging device (e.g., optical probes), and thick
layer coil space was to allow electric current flowing at different
distance above the head, allowing to explore the potential
advantage of using multi-layer coil arrangement [30].
E. Magnetic and Electric Current Contributions to UISNR
The intrinsic SNR generated by the complete current basis
set with N basis field vectors is written in Equation (23). The
sensitivity matrix (24) and noise co-variance matrix (25)
contain both contributions from magnetic and electric current
basis sets, respectively:
1
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑁𝑁
=
(23)
H
−1
�(𝑺𝑺𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝜳𝜳𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
𝑁𝑁
𝑁𝑁

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

𝑺𝑺𝑁𝑁

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

𝑺𝑺𝑀𝑀
𝑁𝑁/2
𝑺𝑺𝐸𝐸
𝑁𝑁/2
𝐸𝐸,𝑀𝑀
𝜳𝜳𝑀𝑀
𝑁𝑁/2 𝜳𝜳𝑁𝑁/2
𝑀𝑀,𝐸𝐸 𝐸𝐸
𝜳𝜳𝑁𝑁/2 𝜳𝜳𝑁𝑁/2

= �

𝜳𝜳𝑁𝑁

=�

𝐇𝐇

−𝟏𝟏 𝑀𝑀
𝑺𝑺𝑁𝑁 )−1

�

�

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 −1
)

𝑺𝑺𝑁𝑁

(24)
(25)

The intrinsic SNRs of electric and magnetic current basis sets
follows the definition used in [37], as shown in (26) and (27):
1
𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑀𝑀
𝑁𝑁 =
�(𝑺𝑺𝑀𝑀 𝜳𝜳𝑀𝑀
𝑁𝑁
𝑁𝑁

𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁

=

H

1

�(𝑺𝑺𝐸𝐸 𝜳𝜳𝐸𝐸
𝑁𝑁
𝑁𝑁

vs. the SNR generated by complete current basis set as in (28)
and (29):
𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖𝑀𝑀
𝑁𝑁 =

𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁 =

𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑀𝑀
𝑁𝑁

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑁𝑁

𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝐸𝐸
𝑁𝑁
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑁𝑁

(28)
(29)

The contribution of magnetic and electric current has been
systematically investigated on a uniform sphere [37]. In this
study, to ensure a fair comparison of ultimate performances of
single-type current and complete current, the number of vector
basis functions in both numerator and denominator are kept the
same. With a sufficient number of basis vectors, the intrinsic
SNR of complete current and single current basis should be
fully converged as shown in (30), as well as for the contribution
index shown in (31):
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

lim 𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑁𝑁
⎧𝑁𝑁→∞
⎪
lim 𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑀𝑀
𝑁𝑁
N→∞
⎨
⎪
lim 𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁
N→∞
⎩
lim 𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑀𝑀
𝑁𝑁

= 𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

= 𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑀𝑀
= 𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼

=

�N→∞
lim 𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁 =
N→∞

(30)

𝐸𝐸

𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑀𝑀

𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝐸𝐸

(31)

𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

F. Comparison between Magnetic Current and divergencefree current contributions
To verify whether the magnetic current can represent the loop
element, we compared the contributions of magnetic current vs.
divergence-free current on a uniform spherical model, with the
latter derived from the DGF method (the relationship between
divergence-free current and the loop element has been well
established [46,57,58]). The uniform sphere with a 90mm
diameter shared a similar dimension with the monkey head
model, and the distance between the electric current surface and
the spherical model was 1cm. For the magnetic current
contribution, isotropic spatial resolution ranging from 1.5mm
to 2.5mm for both head model and dipole cloud were utilized to
calculate the divergence-free current contribution. The DGF for
divergence-free and curl-free current were expanded on
spherical harmonics functions with spatial order Lmax=35,
which yielded 2(Lmax +1)2-2=2,590 basis fields. In this study,
4,000 random excitations were used to generate 8,000 basis
fields, including 4,000 magnetic current basis fields and 4,000
electric current basis fields.

(26)

−𝟏𝟏 𝐸𝐸
𝑺𝑺𝑁𝑁 )−1

(27)
To
evaluate
the
contributions of two types of
current basis sets, we define
the current contribution as the
ratio of SNR generated by a
single type of current basis set

Fig.2. Sagittal views of UISNR maps (natural log scale) for each coil-space configuration (upper row), and the ratio
of UISNR for coil configurations B-G compared to coil configuration A (lower row).
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G. Approaching the ultimate performance of loop coil arrays
To evaluate to what extent the ultimate coil performance can
be approached with finite coil setups, four arrays (I-IV) were
modeled consisting of different numbers of loop elements on a
conformal surface, and these four arrays shared the similar
coverages of coil configurations A, D, E and F as in Fig.1,
respectively. All coil elements were modeled using conductors
with 0.5mm-thickness and 1.26e-08 Ω·m resistivity. EM solver
MARIE [53] was used again to simulate the corresponding SNR
and g-factor for each array mounted on the same monkey head
model. Each coil element was modeled with 2 segments (2
port). Co-simulation was performed for each element based on
the S matrix generated in MARIE simulation, and each coil
element was tuned and matched. Perfect inductance decoupling
was assumed in coil array simulation. The spatial SNR of each
array was calculated using the optimized combination method
in SENSE reconstruction. G-factors were calculated with an inplane acceleration rate of RSENSE = 3×3 along directions of F-H
and A-P by assuming the macaque was placed in the prone
position inside a horizontal MRI bore.
III. RESULT
Fig.2 shows the natural log of UISNR profiles on the central
sagittal slice for all 7 coil-space configurations (upper row), and
ratios of UISNR for coil-space configurations B-G vs. A (lower
row), respectively. (Note that, by using 4,000 basis vectors,
calculated UISNR were fully converged, which is shown in
supporting Fig.S1 with the convergence plots 1 ). In general,
most brain areas show similar UISNR profiles with different
coil-to-object distances and coil-space geometries through
comparing A with B-G. The most palpable changes in UISNR
within the head result from differences in coil-space coverages.
The uncovered lower and frontal part of the head by using
helmet-like coil space, i.e., D-G, show significant lower UISNR
than whole-head covered coil spaces, i.e., A-C. But, the surface
region near the open-hole in coil space shows insignificant
UISNR drop, as D vs. E. Increasing coil-to-object distance
leads to significant drop in UISNR near the surface area and

Fig.3. The impact of spatial resolution over the magnetic current
contribution to UISNR on the agreement between the numerical UISNR
method [50] and DGF-based analytical UISNR method [46]. The ratio
between the two contributions were calculated over a 90mm-diameter
sphere with an isotropic voxel resolution of 2.5mm, 2mm, and 1mm,
respectively.

less significant drop in intermediate and deep areas, as A vs B
and D vs F. Negligible changes over UISNR are observed for
coil space with different thickness, as A vs. C and D vs. G.
Fig.3 shows a good consistency in calculations of magnetic
current contribution by using dipole-cloud based numerical
method [50] vs. the divergence-free current contribution
(magnetic current type) by using the DGF-based analytical
method [46]. More than 90% consistency can be ensured for
most regions within the spherical model with an isotropic
spatial resolution 2mm – higher spatial resolution leads to
elevated consistency.
Fig.4 illustrates the dominance of magnetic current
contribution to UISNR. (Note that, by using 4,000 basis vectors,
calculated magnetic current contributions were fully converged,
and the electric current contributions were fully converged too
except in surface regions – the convergence plots are
summarized in Fig.S1). In most brain regions for all coil-space
configurations, magnetic current contributes higher than 90%

Fig.4. The sagittal views of the magnetic current contribution (upper row) and electric current contributions (lower row) to UISNR for each coil-space
configuration, respectively.

1
Supplementary materials are available in the supporting documents
/multimedia tab.
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of the UISNR. Moreover,
decreasing the coil-space
coverage will lead to
decreased magnetic current
contribution in coil space
uncovered areas, as A vs. D,
B vs. F, and C vs. G,
respectively. No significant
changes
are
observed
through increasing coil-toobject distance, as A vs B
and D vs E.
Fig. 5 shows the inverse
uGF profiles on the center
sagittal slice for each coilspace configuration under
acceleration rates ranging
from 2×2 to 6×6 (in-plane
acceleration along F-H and
A-P directions). Under the
Fig.5. The sagittal views of the inverse uGF maps with in-plane accelerations ranging from 2×2 to 6×6, respectively.
ultimate
case,
configurations with wholearray I shows a much higher inverse g-factor profile in both
head coverage and 1cm coil-to-object distance (A and C) cortical and deep brain regions: array I shows an inverse gmaintain an inverse g-factor higher than 0.8 in most cortical factor ≥ 0.8 in most deep brain regions and ≥ 0.9 in most
areas with an acceleration rate of up to 5×5, while the helmet- cortical area, while array II and III exhibit ~0.8 near parietal and
like coverage and 1cm coil-to-object distance (D, E, and G) frontal lobes but ≤0.8 near the occipital lobe and deep brain
retain higher than 0.8 in most cortical areas with an acceleration regions, whereas array IV shows a much lower inverse g-factor
rate of up to 4×4. Either of increasing the coil-to-object distance in both cortical and deep brain regions.
(A vs. B, D vs. F) or decreasing coil-space coverage (A vs. D,
B vs. F) will introduce significant drop in inverse uGF in both
head surface and deep brain areas. Nevertheless, the existence
IV. DISCUSSION
of the opening (28 mm × 28 mm ) on top of the coil space (E)
A. The influence of spatial constraints over UISNR
has negligible effect over the inverse uGF within the entire
In this study, for the first time, we have theoretically
brain (D vs. E). The ultimate receive array with a thicker coil
demonstrated
that the UISNR is independent of the coil-tospace shows similar but slightly lower inverse uGF than the
object
distance
when the Huygens’s equivalence surface (coil
ultimate receive array with thinner coil space, as C vs. A, and
space)
is
closed
(i.e. with no spatial constraints); on the
G vs. D, respectively. We further evaluated the magnetic
opposite,
UISNR
is
dependent of the coil-to-object distance and
current contribution to the UISNR with acceleration rates
coil-space
coverage
when the Huygens’s equivalent surface is
ranging from 2×2 to 6×6 (summarized in supporting Fig.S2),
opened
(i.e.
with
spatial
constraints). Therefore, the coil-toand found that the contribution maintains over 90% over the
object
distance,
coil-space
coverage and geometry of coil space
entire brain area.
should
be
carefully
designed
when studying the ultimate
Fig. 6 shows the actual SNR and inverse g-factor (3×3 inperformance
of
coil
arrays
with
opened
coil space.
plane acceleration) of realistic arrays I-IV (by using 3cmInitial
attempt
has
been
made
by
using
opened analytical
diameter loop elements only) which resemble the coil-space
spherical
surface
to
explore
the
influence
of coil-space
configurations of A, D, E and F, respectively. Loop arrays
coverage
on
UISNR
[59].
But
the
influence
of
these
coil-space
constitute over 50% UISNR in most brain regions, and on the
design
parameters
on
ultimate
coil
performance
has
rarely
been
influences of coil-to-object distance and coil-space coverage
over the resultant SNR and acceleration performance, systematically investigated, especially on realistic models and
simulation results show good agreement with the ultimate with conformal coil spaces. Therefore, in this study, over a
performance of the corresponding coil-space configurations. geometry-realistic monkey head model, the universal UISNR
Moreover, all arrays show comparable SNR in the brain. In method [49,50] through Huygens’s surface approximation,
most brain regions, the SNR values of array II and III (helmet- which is feasible to construct the spatial constrained conformal
like coverage) ≤80% of SNR values of array I (whole-head coil space on models with irregular geometries, is used to
coverage). Array IV with a larger coil-to-object distance explore the influence of spatial constraints on the ultimate
introduces almost no degradation in SNR as compared with receive array performance.
array II, but the cortical area near the coil opening of array III
suffers obvious SNR drop compared with array II. Besides,
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B. The methodology of
UISNR and uGF on realistic
models
The agreement between
calculated UISNR by using
Huygens’s
surface
approximation method vs. the
well-established DGF method
has been verified in previous
study [46]. Based on it, to
further explore whether loop
coil elements alone can obtain
sub-optimal SNR for opened
coil space at 7T, we firstly
verified
the
consistency
between magnetic current
contribution calculated by
Huygens’s
surface
approximation method vs.
divergence-free
current
contribution by DGF method,
for which the relationship
between
divergence-free
current and the loop element
has been well established
[46,57,58]. Good agreement
Fig.6. Simulation results of dense loop arrays I, II, III, and IV (a) which resemble coil configurations A, D, E, and F
is observed (Fig.3) when
(shown in Fig.1), respectively. The ratio of the SNR vs. the corresponding UISNR profiles for each array is shown in
using ≤ 2mm isotropic
(b), and the ratios of SNRArray II/III/IV vs. SNRArray I are shown in (c), respectively. With an in-plane acceleration of 3×3,
the inverse g-factor map of each array is shown in (d).
resolutions for both spherical
model and spatial constrained
correlation exists between EM field basis vectors. However, in
Huygens’s equivalent surface. Therefore, the magnetic current analytical UISNR studies, the noise covariance matrix is an
consisting of a large amount of discretized infinitesimal identity matrix [37] due to the ideally orthogonal analytical
magnetic dipoles is able to explore the dominance of loop coil basis set, which is equivalent to the fact that the ultimate gelement. Furthermore, we also verified the convergence of factor is independent of noise covariance. Although the
UISNR and magnetic current contribution, and we found that a numerical method used in this study cannot generate ideally
large amount (>4,000) of basis vectors is required to achieve a orthogonal EM field basis set, the EM field basis set with
sufficient convergence in head surface areas (Fig.S1), which orthogonal fields still naturally exist. To simulate ultimate gwill inevitably cause elevated computation capability and time; factor under ideal decoupling, we replaced noise co-variance
nevertheless, the 4,000 basis vectors used in this study is matrix with identity matrix and kept the sensitivity matrix for
adequate to demonstrate a good convergence in most brain g-factor evaluation.
regions.
The contribution of magnetic and electric currents on a
C. Practical coil design guidelines for monkey brain imaging
uniform model has been systematically investigated using an
at 7T
analytical method [37]. In this study, we have presented the
In light of closed coil spaces that are impractical to construct
magnetic and electric current contributions on a model with
in
reality, compared to UISNR calculated using closed
realistic geometry. It is noteworthy that the magnetic and
Huygens’s
surface, the spatial constrained ultimate coil
electric current contributions calculated in this study are not
performance
with realistic coil-space geometry can provide
independent to each other as shown in Fig.4, although their
more
helpful
insights
and guidance for coil design. Up to now,
source magnetic and electric dipoles are orthogonal with each
the
influence
of
coil-to-object
distance and coil-space geometry
other. Because the EM fields generated by magnetic and
has
been
investigated
by
using
realistic coil elements and with
electric currents cannot be ensured to be orthogonal to each
𝐸𝐸,𝑀𝑀
finite
channel
numbers
[59,60],
but their ultimate performances
other due to field scattering, the noise covariance 𝜳𝜳𝑁𝑁/2 and
have
rarely
been
studied.
Based
on above simulation results, we
𝜳𝜳𝑀𝑀,𝐸𝐸
𝑁𝑁/2 are not equal to zero and, as a result, the contributions of
tentatively conclude the following guidelines in RF coil design
magnetic and electric current are not independent to each other. for monkey brain imaging at 7T:
Because EM field basis vectors generated in realistic model
1) SNR in brain region is insensitive to coil-to-object
are not usually orthogonal with each other, obvious noise distance and coil-space coverage either under the ultimate or
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realistic cases. As shown in Fig.2 and Fig.6, most brain regions
show very similar SNR with different coil-to-object distances
and coil-space coverages. Considering coil loss is ignored in
UISNR and finite coil arrays simulated in this study are within
the distance of sample noise dominate, the result can be
partially accounted that both signal and sample noise are
degraded with increasing coil-to-object distance. In addition, it
should be emphasized that both ultimate intrinsic SNR and SNR
of loop arrays are optimally combined; therefore, the optimally
combined SNR performance of coil arrays may be less affected
by variations in monkey head sizes, and the helmet coverage
can be sufficient to provide enough SNR in brain region.
However, it does not necessarily apply to sub-optimal
combined SNR, e.g. root sum-of-square combined SNR, and
cases with SNR combined in other sub-optimal way deserve
further investigation. In the meantime, with increased coil-toobject distances, apparent UISNR drop is observed in head
surface regions including the skin and bone, and it’s because
the numerical method used in this study has its inherent
limitation in computation accuracy within superficial areas,
which has been discussed in a previous report [50]. Higher
resolution in computation model and larger number of current
basis vectors are helpful to achieve higher computation
accuracy in superficial areas, but it inevitably leads to higher
requirement for computation resources and time. In this study,
monkey brain is our primary region of interest, whereas the skin
and bone in superficial areas are not, thus, a satisfactory
convergence in the brain only would suffice our need of the
present study.
2) Increasing coil-to-object distance will degrade the
acceleration performance of coil arrays. Such degradation can
be observed either in the ultimate case as A vs. B and D vs. F
in Fig.5, or in practical array design examples as array II vs. IV
in Fig.6, respectively. It suggests that the coil sensitive profiles
generated from coil elements that are further away from the
object is less distinctive regardless of the coil element size. For
helmet-like arrays, to achieve reasonably good inverse g-factor
profiles in cortical areas with an acceleration rate of 3×3,
keeping the coil-to-object distance within 1cm is advised.
3) Whole-head coverage is essential in achieving superior
acceleration performances in deep brain regions either in the
ultimate or realistic cases. Even under the ultimate cases, the
helmet-like design is incapable of providing a satisfying inverse
g-factor in deep brain regions with an acceleration rate of 3×3
(Fig.6). Therefore, to obtain a good acceleration performance in
deep brain region, designs with the coil space approximating
whole-head coverages and closely fitted to the object are
preferred.
4) Headpost installation does not deteriorate the overall
performance of the head array. As shown in Fig.2 and Fig.5,
through comparing D vs. E, the existence of the coil opening
(28 mm × 28 mm ) on top of the coil space has negligible
influence over the UISNR and uGF; even in cases of realistic
RF array design such as array II vs. III shown in Fig.6, its
influence is still insignificant in most brain regions. Therefore,
considering practical headpost installation in awake monkey
MR experiments, head coils with coil openings should still
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preserve satisfying performance in monkey brain imaging at
7T.
5) Loop element is optimal for monkey head array design at
7T. As evidenced by results shown in Fig.4, S1 and S2, the
magnetic current component is sufficient to constitute of over
90% of UISNR in most brain regions (Fig.4), even with reduced
coil-space coverages and high acceleration rates (Fig.S2).
D. Approaching the ultimate performance of monkey head
arrays by using loop-only element at 7T
Theoretically, the ultimate performance of coil array can be
achieved by using infinite infinitesimal coil elements with
independent receive channels [44,45]. But coil elements with
small dimensions appear to be coil-loss dominant, which cannot
be practically implemented in realistic coil design. A number of
studies have investigated this problem to find out to what extent
a realistic coil array can achieve the ultimate performance
[36,40,42,57]: dense loop arrays were studied in early years to
explore such feasibility [40,42], and recently, single-type coil
element or mixed-type coil elements with both magnetic and
electric current components have been found to be essential to
reach the ultimate performance at ultra-high magnetic field
[36,57]. As discussed above, the magnetic current component
is dominant in its contribution to the ultimate performance for
monkey head coils at 7T, thus, coil arrays with dense loop
elements were employed in this study: as illustrated in Fig.6,
the 3cm-diameter loop element, which perhaps is with the
smallest coil-loss dominant dimension for monkey head coil,
was used to form four dense arrays, and the resultant SNR
profiles can reach over 50% of the ultimate cases in many brain
regions, while the inverse g-factor distributions resembling the
ultimate performances closely, which suggests that current
basis vectors with practical coil element dimension can provide
enough spatial decoding capability. Note that such whole-head
covered loop arrays can only constitute up to 60% of UISNR,
and it can be explained as a result of modeled coil loss as well
as co-simulation conducted during the numerical simulation
procedures, which, on the contrary, are not considered in
analytical UISNR calculations.
Considering the potential SNR improvement in both surface
and deep regions of monkey brains at 7T, novel engineering
methods that are capable of mitigating coil loss in small loop
elements will be of great help to substantially advance the
overall performance in state-of-the-art monkey coil designs.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, the influences of coil-space design parameters,
i.e., the coil-space coverage, coil-to-object distance, coilelement type, as well as the coil-space thickness, on spatial
constrained ultimate coil performance have been evaluated
based on the recently proposed numerical simulation method
for universal UISNR and uGF. Besides, we have conducted
additional simulations on coil arrays with finite number of loop
elements to explore to what extent the ultimate coil
performance can be achieved by using practical coil designs.
Furthermore, from all above results, several guidelines on RF
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coil design for monkey brain imaging at 7T have been
tentatively concluded. Through our tentative efforts with
numerical simulations, we hope to advance our understanding
of the concept of UISNR towards practical considerations, and
try to bridge the gap between theoretical analysis based on
ultimate coil performance and realistic receive array design.
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